Abstract: A detailed model for the calculation of beta decay rates of the f p shell nuclei for situations prevailing in pre-supernova and collapse phases of evolution of the core of massive stars leading to supernova explosion has been extended for electron-capture rates. It can also be used to determine the half-lives of neutronrich nuclei in the f p/f pg shell. The model uses an averaged Gamow-Teller (GT) strength function. But it can also use the experimental log ft values and GT strength function from (n, p) reaction studies wherever available. The calculated rate includes contributions from each of the low-lying excited states of the mother including some specific resonant states ("back resonance") having large GT matrix elements.
Introduction
Nuclei away from the line of stability play an important role in a number of problems in nuclear astrophysics. The wealth of experimental information on such nuclei right up to the drip line ones obtained from experiments with radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) in recent years has focussed many issues in the r-process nucleosynthesis, stellar evolution, etc. In this article we discuss why the weak interaction rates of these nuclei in stellar conditions are important for the pre-supernova (preSN) and supernova (SN) evolution of massive stars and describe our work in constructing a model for calculating these rates for nuclei important at this stage with 50 < A < 80.
This model also predicts the half-lives of neutron/proton-rich nuclei, an important ingredient in the structure studies of the RNB nuclei. The beta-decay of the n-rich nuclei plays a significant role at the silicon burning stage of the preSN, and the rates for some nuclei considered important at typical temperatures and densities have been reported [1] . The electron capture (EC) rates on nuclei with neutrons filling the fp-shell orbits are also needed for the collapse state of the SN. We report here on the model for the calculation of the EC rates for them.
Pre-Supernova and Supernova Evolution
The last stage of stellar burning involves successive addition of α-particles on silicon and other intermediate mass nuclei at temperatures typically at 4 × 10 9 K. In the time scale of a few days the final end product 56 Fe is reached and a degenerate core is created where no further energy generation through nuclear reactions is possible. If the core mass exceeds the Chadrasekhar mass then the gravitational collapse of the core starts with the matter in the envelope having a quasi-free fall [2] . During the further evolution of the core one of the most important quatities is the lepton fraction Y l . This is because at densities a few times the nuclear matter density the collapse ultimately stops with the stiffer baryonic matter at the central region giving rise to a shock wave whose energy is strongly dependent on Y l , being
proportional to Y the Y e (the electron fraction) at the beginning of the collapse and the network of nuclei involved in the weak interaction processes needs to be enlarged with the inclusion of some neutron-rich nuclei [3, 4] . For this purpose beta decay rates on some nuclei in the fp shell have recently been calculated [1, 5] and the possible set of important nuclei at different densities and temperatures have been listed with the simplified assumption of nuclear statistical equilibrium. Here one finds that some neutron-rich nuclei contribute significantly to leptonisation in spite of their small abundances since they have large beta decay rates because of large Q values.
Electron capture rates on some of these fp shell nuclei again become very important during the collapse phase. During the collapse deleptonisation takes place through rapid electron capture on nuclei with A > 56 until the neutron number exceeds 40 when the allowed electron capture gets blocked.
Half-Lives and Beta-decay Rates of Neutronrich Nuclei
We first briefly describe the physics input in the model to calculate the presupernova beta-decay rates [1] . It is based on a statistically averaged allowed beta-decay, in particular the Gamow-Teller(GT) strength function. For the GT sum rule strength for β − decay we use an expression involving the occupancies of neutron particles and proton holes which is seen to be a good approximation for the fp shell nuclei using the framework of spectral distribution theory [6, 7, 8] . One observes that for β − decay with N > Z, one can reach only the tail of the GT giant resonance due to energy conservation. This giant resonance is assumed to be distributed as a Gaussian in energy, a feature seen in studies in large full shell-model spaces in the absence of strong collectivity. The centroid of this Gaussian is fixed from the results of (p,n) reaction studies and a phenomenological formula for its position involving (N − Z) and A 1/3 is employed [9] . Recently, Sutaria and Ray [10] improved this by using a fit to new data with mostly fp shell nuclei and a calculation of rates based on their centroids is being persued. The strength width coming from the nuclear
Hamiltonian is left as a parameter and is determined globally by a best fit to the observed half-lives of a number of n-rich fp shell nuclei with A > 60. It is seen that large shell configuration mixing and possible coupling to ∆ excitation gives rise to a long tail in the GT strength distribution at higher energies causing quenching of the observed strength. This is taken into account by an overall quenching factor of 0.6 in the sum rule following Aufderheide et al. [4] . In this work we report the calculated half-lives of some more fp shell nuclei with neutrons filling the g 9/2 orbit.
For the latter case we put the neutrons in excess of 40 in the g 9/2 orbit and add three times the number of neutrons in the g 9/2 orbit to the GT sum rule. For example for 68 Fe, we put 2 neutrons in g 9/2 and add 6 to the GT sum rule calculated for 66 Fe. In Table 1 we present our predictions compared with experimental values as well as with predictions by microscopic theories [11] and gross theory or its modified form [12] .
In Table 2 , column A is with a Gaussian GT distribution with the width parameter set at 6.3 MeV and column B is with the same width at 7.5 MeV and a skewed distribution with skewness -0.3 to bring more strength in the ground state domain.
In the calculation of rates in stellar conditions the partial blocking of the electrons produced by the Fermi sea outside is important and is taken into account using the For their sum rule strength we use the same expressions where the occupancies are calculated by spectral distributions at the respective excitation energies and the strength distribution is assumed to have the same form. For some nuclei at high densities (ρ > 10 9 gcm −3 ) these excited state contributions are an order of magnitude more than the ground state contributions.
In Table 2 
Model for Electron Capture Rates
We briefly describe the major features of the calculation for the electron capture rates. They are:
1) The GT sum-rule for electron capture uses the same expressions as in the case so that it has a large overlap with the daughter state and the electron capture rate is in equilibrium with the back reaction rate of the daughter. In Table 3 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we stress that we have built models for calculating the beta decay and electron capture rates for fp shell nuclei for use in problems of preSN and SN evolution. This model can be used to predict half-lives of beta decay of nuclei away from the line of stability. We plan to extend this to predict half-lives for very n-rich nuclei near the drip line as well as to electron capture and positron decay for the p-rich nuclei. This also should be extended to lower densities and temperatures so that it can be used to supply the weak interaction rates in the r-and s-process nucleosynthesis calculations. 
